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A person's last words, their final articulated words stated prior to death or as death approaches, are often
recorded because of the decedent's fame, but...
161 KB (19,614 words) - 11:19, 13 March 2024 World War I or the First World War (28 July 1914 – 11
November 1918) was a global conflict fought between two coalitions: the Allies and the Central Powers...
217 KB (22,847 words) - 16:46, 13 March 2024 World War II (1939–1945) involved sustained strategic
bombing of railways, harbours, cities, workers' and civilian housing, and industrial districts in...
188 KB (22,244 words) - 21:26, 4 March 2024 the Greatest Rescue Mission of World War II NAL Hardcover
2007, ISBN 0-451-22212-1 Boris J. Todorovich (1989). Last Words: A Memoir of World War II and...
54 KB (6,923 words) - 04:29, 11 March 2024 Saxony, during World War II. In four raids between 13 and 15
February 1945, 772 heavy bombers of the Royal Air Force (RAF) and 527 of the United States...
117 KB (14,185 words) - 20:22, 12 March 2024 significant number of these incidents occurred in Northern,
Central, and Eastern Europe recently before, and during, the aftermath of World War II, involving...
142 KB (16,402 words) - 17:00, 9 March 2024 critique of the right-wing militarist nationalism that guided
Japan's conduct in Asia during the Second Sino-Japanese War and World War II Chico Xavier...
243 KB (28,007 words) - 19:54, 19 February 2024 World War II. The Nationalists won the war, which ended
in early 1939, and ruled Spain until Franco's death in November 1975. The war began after the...
251 KB (29,197 words) - 15:06, 12 March 2024 At the outbreak of World War II, Charles de Gaulle was put
in charge of the French Fifth Army's tanks (five scattered battalions, largely equipped with...
112 KB (16,561 words) - 12:43, 11 February 2024 The Battle of the Bulge, also known as the Ardennes
Offensive, was a major German offensive campaign on the Western Front during World War II which took...
169 KB (19,698 words) - 19:22, 9 March 2024 the Soviet Union in the largest land invasion in history,
opening the Eastern Front of World War II. The Soviet civilian and military casualties of the...
291 KB (29,071 words) - 01:06, 15 March 2024 1957), was a Hungarian admiral and statesman who served
as the regent of the Kingdom of Hungary during the interwar period and most of World War II – from...
102 KB (12,587 words) - 14:17, 13 March 2024 generous and understanding, giving her the Mogo?oaia
Palace (Mogosoëa in certain French renderings) in 1912. A couple of months before World War I, Marthe...
19 KB (2,395 words) - 10:14, 11 March 2024 Court of Justice is headquartered at the Peace Palace. The UN
was established after World War II with the aim of preventing future world wars, and succeeded...
162 KB (14,881 words) - 03:13, 13 March 2024 other than a victim of her own ambition, who lived out a
great romance that became a great tragedy. In the words of one, "she experienced the ultimate fairy...
56 KB (7,096 words) - 15:49, 2 March 2024 Vichy régime in France during the Second World War.
Resistance cells were small groups of armed men and women (called the Maquis in rural areas) who
conducted...
239 KB (32,983 words) - 16:47, 7 March 2024 War poetry is poetry on the topic of war. While the term is
applied especially to works of the First World War, the term can be applied to poetry about...
124 KB (16,763 words) - 23:23, 8 March 2024 confirmed the military defeat of Nazi Hungary and stipulated
the USSR's right to a military occupation of Hungary. At the end of the Second World War (1939–1945)...
164 KB (18,335 words) - 20:07, 25 February 2024 tentatively and conceded to the agreement. The content of
the agreement was first made public by Churchill in 1953 in the final volume of his memoir. The US
ambassador...
59 KB (8,638 words) - 19:15, 1 February 2024 and Yvonne Jean Hitchens (née Hickman; 1921–1973), met
in Scotland when serving in the Royal Navy during World War II. His mother had been a Wren, a member...
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